Performance Clubs will be required to ensure that 75% of their registered members (on Union Cloud) purchase, at minimum, the #WeAreBristol sports pass and register as part of the club’s Interest Group on www.bristol.ac.uk/sport/online.

All Performance Club members representing the University in BUCS competitions must purchase, at minimum, the #WeAreBristol sports pass and register as part of the club’s Interest Group.

Performance Clubs are allocated 5 non-chargeable hours for club training.

If a Club competes in gender specific competitions in BUCS then the non-chargeable allocation is doubled.

Any additional facility training time is chargeable at 25% of the standard hire.

The non-chargeable facility hire will be allocated in line with coached sessions, 2017/18 allocation and the type of facility requested (e.g. a sports hall).

All clubs will be able to apply for any additional facility requests or amendments with a comprehensive analysis of the need for change through the Performance Sport application process.

Clubs should ensure they include requirements for performance and participation/recreational sessions within their requests.

Local league fixtures will not be chargeable provided that the club can identify how this is a key part of the Club’s development plan.

Please note: the above information is also applicable to Parachute Clubs.

Any catering provision is chargeable at the student rate (2018/19 rates):

Hot meal = £3.50 per person

Cricket teas/ buffet = £3 per person
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www.bristol.ac.uk/sport  @bristolunisport
Kick Start Clubs will be required to ensure that 75% of their registered members (on Union Cloud) purchase, at minimum, the #WeAreBristol sports pass and register as part of the club’s Interest Group on www.bristol.ac.uk/sport/online.

All Kick Start Club members representing the University in BUCS competitions must purchase, at minimum, the #WeAreBristol sports pass and register as part of the club’s Interest Group.

Kick Start Clubs are allocated 2 non-chargeable hours for club training.

If a Club competes in gender specific competitions in BUCS then the non-chargeable allocation is doubled.

Any additional facility training time is chargeable at 25% of the standard hire.

The non-chargeable facility hire will be allocated in line with coached sessions, 2017/18 allocation and the type of facility requested (e.g. a sports hall).

All clubs will be able to apply for any additional facility requests or amendments with a comprehensive analysis of the need for change through the Performance Sport application process.

Clubs should ensure they include requirements for performance and participation/recreational sessions within their requests.

Local league fixtures will not be chargeable provided that the club can identify how this is a key part of the Club’s development plan.

Any catering provision is chargeable at the student rate (2018/19 rates):

- Hot meal = £3.50 per person
- Cricket teas/ buffet = £3 per person
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